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Mayorkas Mails Letter to GOP House Saying Impeachment Allegations ‘False,’ Won’t Testify in Process
 
January 30, 2024 Just the News 
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by Madeleine Hubbard

 

Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas on Tuesday issued a fiery defense against the impeachment articles he faces, calling the allegations “false” and urging Congress to fix the U.S. immigration system through legislation.

On the same day that the House Homeland Security Committee is scheduled to mark up the articles before sending them to the House for a vote, Mayorkas, who has not testified before the committee, responded to the articles in a letter Tuesday to Chairman Mark Green, R-Tenn.

“I assure you that your false accusations do not rattle me and do not divert me from the law enforcement and broader public service mission to which I have devoted most of my career and to which I remain devoted,” Mayorkas wrote in what is the first time he has directly responded to the chairman regarding the impeachment effort, according to Punchbowl News.

Mayoraks said he did agree to testify before the committee on the impeachment inquiry, but the panel never responded to him. 

“Our immigration laws were simply not built for 21st century migration patterns,” he also said, citing various causes of mass migration, which he says is then “facilitated by human smuggling organizations that exploit migrants as part of a billion-dollar criminal enterprise.” 

The secretary said: “We need a legislative solution and only Congress can provide it,” by allocating funding to hire more law enforcement personnel and purchase additional equipment to use at the border.

“Instead, you claim that we have failed to enforce our immigration laws. That is false,” Mayorkas also wrote. “We have provided Congress and your Committee hours of testimony, thousands of documents, hundreds of briefings, and much more information that demonstrates quite clearly how we are enforcing the law.”

The two impeachment articles accuse Mayorkas of “willful and systemic refusal to comply with the law” and “breach of public trust.”  The effort comes amid record levels of illegal immigration.

A vote to impeach the secretary may occur before the end of this week. Mayorkas may become the first Cabinet official to be impeached in nearly 150 years, although he is unlikely to be removed from office, as it would require a two-thirds vote from the Democratic-controlled Senate.

Green responded to Mayorkas’ letter hours later, calling his same-day defense “inadequate and unbecoming of a Cabinet secretary.”

 – – –

Follow Just the News reporter Madeleine Hubbard on X or Instagram.

 



Reprinted with permission from Just the News.
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Senator Tom Cotton Endorses Bernie Moreno in Ohio U.S. Senate Race 
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CBP Officials Stop Another Way to Smuggle in Fentanyl: Hamburgers 
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Soros Fund Sets Its Sights on a New Target – America’s Airwaves 
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BREAKING HEADLINES





Trump Says RFK Jr Should Expect to Be Indicted by Corrupt Biden Administration



Unhinged Vanderbilt Protesters Call 911 for Help to Change Tampon, Resort to Peeing in Bottles to Avoid Arrest



Russia Charges Four People over Moscow Terrorist Attack That Killed 137 and Injured 140



Gunmen Open Fire on Concert-Goers in Moscow, 40 Dead



Kate Middleton Says She Was Diagnosed with Cancer, Is Undergoing Chemotherapy
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